Join the broadcasters nationwide that trust Field59 for accurate, fully-compliant, closed captioning solutions for both live and on-demand video. The importance of an easy to use system can save time and money when preparing live and on-demand closed captioned video for the web.

Ensure your workflow is the simplest it can be with Field59’s closed caption solutions.

**Automatic Closed Captions for On-Demand and Live Stream Video**

Using an automated method of publishing CEA-608 and CEA-708 caption data from HD- and SD-SDI video sources in web video format, the Field59 Video Platform™ allows for the easiest closed captioning workflow when it comes to capturing, inserting, searching, and jump-to-any-point, real-time caption editing.

Field59’s solutions for live and clipped online video provide the value, ease and security you need to ensure you’re fully FCC compliant.

**Easily Create and Edit Captions with the Field59 Video Platform™ Interface**

Field59 users can easily create or edit captions for any video in their account within the Field59 Video Management System.

Closed captioning metadata can have multiple purposes beyond its original intent. Improved video search, jumping to a desired point in a video, sponsored text and ads, and mapping captions to social data are all ways to engage and attract new audiences and monetize your video.